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SECTION A - Project Objectives Information and Related Performance Measures Data     (See Instructions. Use as 
many pages as necessary.)
 

1 . Project Objective      Check if this is a status update for the previous budget period.  
Enhanced student learning in American history. 
 

1.a. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Students in experimental and 
quasi-experimental studies of 
educational effectiveness of 
Teaching American History 
projects will demonstrate 
higher achievement on course 
content measures and/or 
statewide U.S. history 
assessments than students in 
control and comparison 
groups. 
 
NOTE: Quantitative data 
represents summative results 
from 2008, not new data from 
2009.

GPRA Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

 173 / 345 50  181 / 299 61

 

1.b. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Students demonstrate learning 
of targeted history concepts, as 
indicated by performance on 

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw Raw 
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classroom work samples in 
response to CBAs.  
 
NOTE: Data for this 
performance measure come 
from multiple sources and 
involve multiple criteria. 
Baselines, targets, and actual 
performance data have 
accordingly been summarized 
within the Explanation of 
Progress narrative rather than 
in this data table. 

Number Ratio % Number Ratio %

   /      /   

 

 

Explanation of Progress (Include Qualitative Data and Data Collection Information)  
1. Data Collection and Analysis: 
 
In the fourth (no cost extension) year of the Constitutional Connections Teaching American History Project, data about 
student achievement were not collected or analyzed, because students did not continue to participate actively or be directly 
affected by the Project's follow-up activities. However, as reported in the 2008 annual report for the culminating year of this 
Project, the percentage of participating students able to meet Washington standards in American History increased from a 
fall 2007 pre-test level of 17% to a spring 2008 post-test level of 61%. This dramatic increase reflects three years of work 
with the 133 teachers who participated in Constitutional Connections activities, and their work with students to increase 
skills in areas deemed crucial for success on Washington's Classroom Based Assessments (CBA's), the state's method for 
measuring student achievement in history. 
 
Over the three years of Project activities, data about student achievement were collected through two complementary 
methods. The first involved an annual teacher inventory, on which teachers were asked to rate the "current level" of their 
students' knowledge and skills on a six-point Likert scale. The second involved semi-annual work sample reviews, in which 
teacher and student work samples were evaluated by a team of trained raters, using Project-developed criteria to assess both 
the "opportunities" provided to students by teachers and the "performance" of students on classroom based assessments. 
Three-year trends in Project data are summarized in the Findings section below. 
 
2. Findings: 
 
GPRA Measure 1.a: The "course content measures and/or statewide U.S. history assessments" for which student 
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achievement and growth were measured came from Washington's History GLE's and CBA expectations, since Washington 
requires classroom based assessment of state history standards in lieu of a standardized multiple choice test.  
In fall 2007, 345 student pre-assessment work sample ratings were recorded (126 high school, 126 middle school, and 93 
elementary). Of these, raters identified 60 (40 HS, 18 MS, and 2 ES) as "meeting" or "exceeding" Washington's grade level 
expectations. Thus only 17% of all student pre-assessment ratings were considered to be at grade level. When the sampled 
students were assessed again in the spring, 61% (50 HS, 89 MS, 42 ES) were rated as "meeting" or "exceeding" grade level 
expectations in the reviewers' summary judgments. Based on the fall pre-assessment data, Project leaders had anticipated 
that growth from the 17% baseline to a level of 50% or more students meeting expectations by spring was a challenging, but 
attainable target for the Project. That almost two-thirds of student work sample ratings (181 of 299) were at the "meets" or 
"exceeds" level was therefore seen as a Project success. 
 
Project Measure 1.b: This performance measure represents the three-year objective for improving student performance on 
Washington CBA's that has driven the Project's professional development activities. Throughout the Project, student 
achievement and improvement were measured through a set of common criteria identified within the first year, which 
organized the items on the annual teacher inventory and the teacher and student work sample rubrics. Each year throughout 
the Project, teachers were asked to complete a knowledge inventory in which they indicate the current status of their 
instructional focus on these targets, and in particular the degree to which they assessed students and saw conclusive 
evidence that students learned the concepts in their classrooms.  
 
Listed below is the 2006, 2007, and 2008 data for three key criterion areas on the inventory. In all cases, the numbers 
indicate the percentage of survey respondents who indicated that they saw evidence within classroom assessment activities 
that the majority of their "students learn" the concept. 
 
Criterion 2: Explain historical change and continuity over time (i.e., concepts of chronology, historical periods, cause and 
effect, contingency).  
% reporting that students learn the concept: 06: 68% 07: 60% 08: 60% 06-08 Difference: -8% 
 
Criterion 4: Interpret primary source documents, considering authorship and other contextual influences.  
% reporting that students learn the concept: 06: 43% 07: 59% 08: 74% 06-08 Difference: +31% 
 
Criterion 9: Understand the impact of the Constitution on ideas, events, trends, individuals, movements and conflicts in 
United States history.  
% reporting that students learn the concept: 06: 16% 07: 57% 08: 78% 06-08 Difference: +62% 
 
While the inventory data for Criterion 2 indicate no significant change in teacher practices over the course of the Project, the 
data for Criteria 4 (primary sources) and 9 (the Constitution) tell a different story. In each case, teachers report significant 
change in their practices and observations of student learning, with about three-quarters of respondents in 2008 indicating 
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the highest level of status. For both of these criteria, which were two key areas for teacher and student learning within the 
Project, the 2008 performance targets were achieved. 
 
The data from the annual teacher inventory were compared to reviewers' ratings of student work samples, for which they 
used criteria that parallel items on the teacher inventory. A four point rating scale was utilized for all reviews, with the "3" 
level identified as "meeting grade level expectations as defined by Washington GLE's and CBA's." When all student ratings 
were aggregated at each of the instructional levels (elementary, middle, and high), students demonstrated high mean 
achievement levels in the final year of the Project as follows: 
 
1. Mean achievement for elementary students was rated at grade level or above (3+ level) in two commonly addressed GLE 
criterion areas: 
 
GLE 1.1: Understands the key ideals of liberty and patriotism as outlined in the... U.S. Constitution. 
 
GLE 5.1.1: Understands historical documents and purposes. 
 
2. Mean achievement for middle school students was rated at grade level or above (3+ level) in three commonly addressed 
GLE/CBA criterion areas: 
 
GLE 1.1.1: Understands key ideals and principles outlined in... the U.S. Constitution. 
 
GLE 1.1.2: Evaluates efforts to reduce discrepancies between democratic ideals and reality in the US. 
 
CBA Criterion A: Focuses on a single question or thesis. 
 
3. Mean achievement for high school students was rated at grade level or above (3+ level) in four commonly addressed 
GLE/CBA criterion areas: 
 
GLE 1.1.1: Analyzes and evaluates the ways in which the U.S. Constitution and other fundamental documents promote key 
ideals and principles. 
 
GLE 1.1.2: Evaluates how well court decisions and government policies have upheld democratic ideals and principles in the 
United States. 
 
CC Criterion C: Interprets primary sources or case studies. 
 
CBA Criterion A: Focuses on a single question or thesis. 
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When asked on a post-review Rating Team Survey about their observations of changes in student achievement, all final-year 
raters strongly agreed that, "I have observed improvement in student performance over the two years of work sample 
reviews." The achievement and growth data from the comparative pre/post work sample reviews would seem to corroborate 
this assessment, as well as teachers' reported observations (through the teacher inventory) that they saw increased evidence 
of student learning in targeted outcome areas. These data also enrich the summary judgment data reported for GPRA 
measure 1.a, indicating that almost two thirds of students were able to achieve grade-level expectations within the course of 
the 2007-08 school year, even though less than a fifth had demonstrated grade level knowledge and skills in the fall. Mean 
achievement ratings of 3.0 or greater, and mean growth differences near 1.0 (on a four point scale) in multiple criterion areas 
indicated not only that students were able to demonstrate overall grade level achievement, but also that they showed high 
achievement and significant improvement in specific history knowledge outcomes that were the focus of Project activities. 
 
3. Explanation of Revisions to Evaluation Plan: 
 
There was no formal evaluation of this objective during the fourth (no cost extension) year of the Project. The three-year 
Evaluation Plan, which reached its culmination with the 2007-08 pre-post assessment of student achievement, used teacher 
inventories, classroom based performance assessment, a pre/post assessment model, criterion-based work sample reviews, 
and a stratified sampling methodology to measure student achievement and growth within the unusual circumstances of the 
Constitutional Connections Project. This methodology represented both a refinement and a partial departure from the plan 
suggested in the original grant application. Because Washington does not use a standardized multiple choice test to measure 
student achievement in history, CBA-based work sample methodology was utilized instead of a standardized test. Because 
teachers participated in the Project for three years, but their students were different each year, achievement was measured 
through a pre-post model rather than by comparing students from one year to students from another. Because of the 
geographic and instructional diversity of the participant population, it was not possible to utilize a control or comparison 
group of matched students whose teachers did not participate in the "treatment" of Project activities. Instead, students were 
compared to themselves at two points in time, to measure criterion-based growth on parallel performance assessments. 
 
4. Use of Data to Monitor Progress: 
 
Data from the teacher inventories and student work sample reviews was shard annually with participating teachers during 
the Summer Institutes. This data was discussed by teachers in HPLT groups and used to inform their planning for 2008-09 
no cost extension activities. Review team members were surveyed and interviewed in a focus group format each year to 
collect their perceptions about changes in student learning observed throughout the three years of the Project; their 
perceptions were used by the Project Director and Evaluator in planning for a successive Teaching American History grant. 
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SECTION A - Project Objectives Information and Related Performance Measures Data     (See Instructions. Use as 
many pages as necessary.)
 

2 . Project Objective      Check if this is a status update for the previous budget period.  
  
 

2.a. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers will demonstrate an 
increased understanding of 
American history through the 
use of nationally validated 
tests of American history that 
can be directly linked to their 
participation in the Teaching 
American History program

GPRA Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   

 

 
Explanation of Progress (Include Qualitative Data and Data Collection Information)  
Please see explanation of progress for Project Objective 3, which addresses "enhanced teacher capacity to teach American 
history." 
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SECTION A - Project Objectives Information and Related Performance Measures Data     (See Instructions. Use as 
many pages as necessary.)
 

3 . Project Objective      Check if this is a status update for the previous budget period.  
Enhanced teacher capacity to teach American history: To increase teachers' content knowledge of traditional American 
history with a focus on Constitutional history [p.21]. 
 
NOTE: Data for the performance measures listed below come from multiple sources and involve multiple criteria. Baselines, 
targets, and actual performance data have accordingly been summarized within the Explanation of Progress narrative rather 
than in the data table below. 
 

3.a. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers report increased 
knowledge and application of 
identified historical 
concepts/content through 
teacher knowledge 
inventories/interviews. 
Teachers demonstrate 
increases in applied historical 
knowledge through criterion-
based review of teacher work 
samples. 

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   

 

3.b. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers demonstrate the 
ability to provide meaningful 
historical contexts through 

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw Raw 
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criterion-based review of 
teacher work samples (lessons, 
assignments, and classroom-
based assessments [CBA's]). 

Number Ratio % Number Ratio %

   /      /   

 

3.c. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers report greater 
understanding of history as a 
discipline and demonstrate 
increased emphasis on 
developing students' historical 
thinking skills through work 
samples. 

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   

 

3.d. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers, classrooms and 
instructional artifacts 
demonstrate an increased 
emphasis on American history 
during site visits, observations, 
and History Professional 
Learning Team [HPLT] 
activities.

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   

 

 

Explanation of Progress (Include Qualitative Data and Data Collection Information)  
1. Data Collection and Analysis: 
 
In the fourth (no cost extension) year of the Constitutional Connections Teaching American History Project, data about 
teachers' applied knowledge of United States history was not directly collected, as in the previous three years, through a 
Likert-scale participant survey/knowledge inventory and a rubric for evaluating teacher work samples. However, 2006-08 
data from these criterion-referenced measures strongly indicated that Project teachers had applied the knowledge they 
gained through professional development activities. Three-year trends in this data are summarized in the Findings section 
below. 
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Moreover, during the fourth (no cost extension) year of the Project, teachers were provided with multiple opportunities to 
continue their professional development in areas related to Constitutional History. Information about those professional 
development activities is also summarized in the Findings. 
 
2. Findings: 
 
The Performance Measures for this Project Objective stipulate both that teachers will "report" and "demonstrate" increased 
knowledge of historical concepts (3.a.), improved ability to provide meaningful historical contexts for student learning 
(3.b.), and increased understanding of history as a thinking-based discipline (3.c.). As indicators for these performance 
measures, longitudinal data for selected knowledge criteria have been summarized for both the self-reported survey results 
and the observed demonstrations through work sample reviews. In addition, pre/post comparisons of mean opportunity to 
demonstrate historical outcomes observed in teacher assessment tasks, as rated by reviewers on a 4-point scale, are 
presented for work sample reviews conducted in the third (final) year of the Project. Following the criterion-based data 
summaries are findings for each Performance Measure. 
 
Performance Measure 3.a.: Increased knowledge and application of identified historical concepts/content 
 
Criterion 1: Examine historical context and political, economic, and social influences on ideas, events, trends, individuals, 
movements and conflicts in United States history. 
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 66%; 07: 62%; 08: 80%; 06-08 Difference: +14% 
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 79%; 07: 75%; 08: 86%; 06-08 Difference: +7% 
 
07-08 Comparison (mean level of opportunity): 07 Pre: 2.4; 08 Post: 3.7; Pre/post Difference: 1.3 (.01 significance level on 
a 4-point scale) 
 
Criterion 4: Interpret primary source documents, considering authorship and other contextual influences.  
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 39%; 07: 52%; 08: 70%; 06-08 Difference: +31% 
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 63%; 07: 80%; 08: 88%; 06-08 Difference: +25% 
 
07-08 Comparison (mean level of opportunity): 07 Pre: 2.6; 08 Post: 3.3; Pre/post Difference: 0.7 (.01 significance level on 
a 4-point scale) 
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Criterion 9: Understand the impact of the Constitution on ideas, events, trends, individuals, movements and conflicts in 
United States history. 
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 18%; 07: 59%; 08: 74%; 06-08 Difference: +56% 
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 39%; 07: 44%; 08: 78%; 06-08 Difference: +39% 
 
07-08 Comparison (mean level of opportunity): 07 Pre: 2.3; 08 Post: 3.3; Pre/post Difference: 1.0 (.01 significance level on 
a 4-point scale) 
 
Findings: Both survey and work sample data indicate that the historical content emphasized in the Summer Institutes and 
Constitutional Academy seminars during the three years of the Project increased teachers' knowledge of historical concepts 
targeted within the Project, specifically those connected to examining historical context, interpreting primary source 
documents, and understanding the Constitution's impact on and relationship to United States history.  
 
In exit survey responses following these events, teachers consistently reported increases in their knowledge of the 
Constitution, their understanding of its relationship to issues and events in history, and, most important, their awareness of 
how to use case law and primary sources to better engage students in learning about Constitutional History. Following each 
of the Academies and Institutes, participants were asked to respond to the statements "The presentation deepened my 
understanding of US History" and "The presentation deepened my understanding of the US Constitution" on a 6-point Likert 
scale, where 1 = Strongly Disagree and 6 = Strongly Agree. Mean ratings computed for each of these statements were 
extremely high for all activities, as indicated below: 
 
2007-08 Programs 
 
Speaker - Topic: Understanding of US History; Understanding of US Constitution 
 
Paul Finkelman - The Common Good, Immigration, and The Constitution: 5.8; 5.2 
 
Michael Willrich - The Constitution and Social Justice in the Progressive Era: 5.7; 4.7 
 
Julie Novkov - Equality, Equal Rights Movements, and The Constitution: 4.8; 4.7 
 
The Center for The Constitution - James Madison's Montpelier: 6.0; 6.0 
 
David Adler - Liberty, Checks and Balances, and The Constitution: 5.8; 5.9 
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Robert Miller - The Doctrine of Discovery, Native America, and The US Constitution: 6.0; 5.9 
 
Constitutional Rights Foundation - Summer Academy: 5.8; 5.6 
 
Paul Finkelman - Checks and Balances: The Bank of the United States and The US Constitution: 5.9; 5.8 
 
During the 2008-09 no cost extension year, teachers continued to have grant-funded opportunities to extend their knowledge 
of Constitutional history. Those opportunities included the following Academy presentations. For each, a date, speaker, and 
topic is provided, along with mean ratings from the six-point scaled teacher exit surveys: 
 
2008-09 Programs 
 
Speaker - Topic: Understanding of US History; Understanding of US Constitution 
 
Paul Finkelman - The Bank of the United States and the US Constitution: 6.0; 6.0 
 
Will Harris - Connecting the 2008 Election to the Constitution: 5.9; 6.0 
 
Woody Holton - Unruly Americans and the Origins of the US Constitution: 5.7; 5.6 
 
Mary Dudziak - Brown v. Board, the Cold War, and Thurgood Marshall: 5.9; 4.9 
 
David Gray Adler - Restoring the Constitutional Presidency: 5.9; 5.9 
 
Tim Garrison - The Legal Ideology of Indian Removal: 5.8; 5.0 
 
The DBQ Project: 5.4; 4.7 
 
Exit survey ratings and teacher comments indicate that the year four no cost extension activities funded by the grant have 
continued to support teachers in learning about US History, and, particularly, Constitutional history. Further information and 
resource links for all grant-funded Academies held from 2006 through 2009 can be found at http://www.esd112.org/history.  
 
When teachers' applied knowledge of historical concepts learned through attendance at Project Academies is viewed over 
time, a clear picture of their increased understanding comes into focus. In all cases, both teachers' reported status of 
practices and reviewers' observation of evidence increased significantly from 06 baseline to 08 final levels, with the most 
dramatic increases shown for Criterion 9 ("Understand... the Constitution"), from 18% to 74% on the inventory and from 
39% to 78% in the work sample reviews. For all three criteria, the final year targets were achieved, and in each case at least 
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three-fourths of the Project participants demonstrated high levels of applied knowledge. 2007-08 pre- to post- task 
comparisons also indicate significant improvement (at the 99% confidence level) from fall to spring in the opportunities to 
demonstrate historical outcomes provided by teachers to students, a key measure of their own applied knowledge and a key 
factor in improving student achievement. In their 2008 post-review Rating Team Survey, all reviewers also strongly agreed 
that "Constitutional Connections has helped participating teachers understand and teach the US Constitution" and ten of 
eleven agreed that "Constitutional Connections has helped participating teachers increase their capacity to teach US history." 
 
In focus group interviews conducted in the summers of 2007 and 2008, Project lead teachers reported that their own, and 
their HPLT team's "knowledge base" increased dramatically through Project activities. Individual teacher comments from 
the participant survey reinforced these reports from Project leaders. At all three levels, teachers consistently mentioned the 
impact of the Academies and other grant activities on their knowledge of History. 
 
In the spring of 2009, the Evaluators conducted follow-up interviews with nine "informants" selected from among the 133 
participants in the first three years of the Project. The intent of these interviews was to determine the lasting impact of the 
Project on participants' practices, and to probe trends in the previous years' survey data. In these interviews, participants 
consistently cited the value of the Project's Academies. They appreciated the stimulus of hearing academics even when 
sometimes they were not able to translate that information into their own content. One new teacher stated that he was made 
to feel more like a true professional being exposed to such high quality presentations, and it made him feel proud to be a 
teacher. He also stated that he is concerned that he won't have that kind of academic stimulation in the future. He and others 
indicated that the Academy presentations and the other learning made them less tolerant of the focus in trivial school-level 
discussions which emphasized attendance, grade reporting, discipline, etc. 
 
What these data conclusively indicate is that teachers appreciated and learned from the Academies, applying the historical 
concepts they learned within Constitutional Connections professional development activities, a meaningful indicator that 
their knowledge increased. In particular, their specific understanding of how to teach the Constitution and the skills of 
primary source interpretation seemed to improve significantly - and students' achievement in these areas therefore also 
improved significantly (see Measure 1.b data). 
 
Performance Measure 3.b.: Improved ability to provide meaningful historical contexts for student learning 
 
Assessment Criterion 5 (see Objective 4): Asks students to apply their understanding of history to a specific context that is 
relevant to their lives.  
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 51% 07: 71% 08: 90% 06-08 Difference: +39% 
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 56% 07: 50% 08: 72% 06-08 Difference: +16% 
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07-08 Comparison (mean level of opportunity): 07 Pre: 2.1 08 Post: 3.0 Pre/post Difference: 0.9 (.01 significance level on a 
4-point scale) 
 
Findings: During the Summer 2007 Institute, Project teachers analyzed the data from previous surveys and work sample 
reviews, and expressed particular concern at the relatively low level of the indicators for "contextual relevance." Most HPLT 
groups made it a goal to improve in this area during 2007-08. The data summarized above would suggest that they followed 
through on this commitment. Both reported status on the inventory and observation of evidence in work sample reviews 
increased dramatically during the third year of the Project, to 90% and 72% respectively.  
 
Performance Measure 3.c.: Greater understanding of history as a discipline. 
 
Criterion 2: Explain historical change and continuity over time (i.e., concepts of chronology, historical periods, cause and 
effect, contingency).  
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 70% 07: 57% 08: 58% 06-08 Difference: -12% 
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 51% 07: 56% 08: 63% 06-08 Difference: +12% 
 
07-08 Comparison (mean level of opportunity): 07 Pre: 2.0 08 Post: 2.8 Pre/post Difference: 0.8 (.01 significance level on a 
4-point scale) 
 
Criterion 4: Interpret primary source documents, considering authorship and other contextual influences. 
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 39% 07: 52% 08: 70% 06-08 Difference: +31% 
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 63% 07: 80% 08: 88% 06-08 Difference: +25% 
 
07-08 Comparison (mean level of opportunity): 07 Pre: 2.6 08 Post: 3.3 Pre/post Difference: 0.7 (.01 significance level on a 
4-point scale) 
 
Findings: Washington's GLE's and CBA's emphasize the development of students' historical thinking skills, and thus the 
Project focused on helping teachers expand their own understanding of history as a discipline requiring the use of specific 
cognitive skills. When survey and work sample data are reviewed relative to the two historical skill criteria listed above, the 
contrast is interesting, perhaps reflecting the difference between the degree to which Project activities emphasized each of 
the two outcomes: relatively low for the concept of historical change and relatively high for the skill of interpreting primary 
sources. For Criterion 2 ("Explain historical change..."), fewer teachers reported a high level of status in 2008 than did so in 
2006 (58%, down from 70% baseline). The data for Criterion 4 ("Interpret primary sources...") is much more encouraging, 
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showing three-year increases from 39% to 70% in the percentage of teachers reporting a high level of classroom practice, 
and from 63% to 88% in the incidence of evidence noted by reviewers.  
 
As teachers in the Project moved toward full implementation of Washington CBA's (as required in 2009), they appeared to 
be demonstrating increased emphasis on the historical thinking skills required by those assessments.  
 
Performance Measure 3.d.: Increased classroom emphasis on Constitutional history. 
 
Ratings for "opportunity" observed in assessment tasks over the three years of the Project suggest that teachers increasingly 
emphasized Constitutional history in their classrooms, and provided improved opportunities for students to demonstrate 
their own emerging knowledge. The highest levels of improvement in task opportunity (a change in mean ratings of 1.0 or 
greater) were noted in the following areas: GLE 1.1: "Understands key ideals & principles of the US, including... the 
Constitution"; CC Criterion D: "Understands the role and/or impact of the Constitution."  
 
When teachers were interviewed, individually and in focus groups, they consistently and positively suggested that their 
participation in Constitutional Connections Project activities had improved their ability to teach Constitutional history. 
Focus group participants were universally positive about their experience with Constitutional Connection's Academies and 
Summer Institutes. The most often cited value was that the Academies added to their depth of understanding about the 
Constitution and its relevance and significance to their classroom instruction in American History. Several interviewees 
noted that their background in American History and knowledge of the Constitution was not as sophisticated as it should 
have been, and that participation in the Summer Institutes and school-year Academies significantly enhanced their content 
knowledge and their ability to emphasize the everyday significance of the Constitution within their instruction. The use of 
case law, in particular, was cited by teachers as making their teaching of Constitutional history more relevant. Focus group 
participants also cited the value of the enriching stories - making the Constitution come alive - told by the Constitutional 
Academies speakers. The background understanding of the Constitution was noted as particularly valuable for high school 
teachers in the project, but teachers at all three levels reported that they increased their emphasis on Constitutional history 
during the four years of the Project. 
 
3. Explanation of Revisions to Evaluation Plan: 
 
The Evaluation Plan for this objective and these measures has continued unchanged from the revisions reported in previous 
APR's, with the addition of the pre/post review of opportunity in teacher work samples providing additional data for 
measuring the degree to which teachers are applying their increased knowledge of history in the classroom. In the fourth (no 
cost extension) year of the Project, additional grant-funded opportunities for teachers to learn Constitutional history were 
documented but not formally evaluated. 
 
4. Use of Data to Monitor Progress: 
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Data from survey administrations and teacher work sample reviews was shared with the project Advisory Board on multiple 
occasions. Project leaders used the data to confirm plans for 2008-09 no cost extension activities. At the Summer 08 
Institute, Project teachers reviewed the data related to their own increasing knowledge and the manifestation of it in the 
opportunities provided in their classroom work samples. The HPLT's then used their observations about the data to inform 
planning for their professional learning and instructional improvement activities during the 2008-09 school year and to 
shape proposals for grant extension activities. 
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SECTION A - Project Objectives Information and Related Performance Measures Data     (See Instructions. Use as 
many pages as necessary.)
 

4 . Project Objective      Check if this is a status update for the previous budget period.  
Enhanced teacher evaluation of student learning of American history through Classroom Based Assessments (CBAs): To 
promote a cohesive approach to traditional American history instruction [and assessment] across grade levels [p.22]. 
 
NOTE: Data for the performance measures listed below comes from multiple sources and involves multiple criteria. 
Baselines, targets, and actual performance data have accordingly been summarized within the Explanation of Progress 
narrative rather than in the data table below. 
 

4.a. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers demonstrate 
improved assessment of 
American history: 
1)Teachers report and submit 
increased numbers of CBAs 
that directly target identified 
concepts of American history.  
2)Teachers report increased 
ability to develop and 
implement CBAs that conform 
to task expectations/criteria 
established by the Washington 
OSPI 
3)Teachers demonstrate 
improved ability to develop 
meaningful classroom-based 
assessments through criterion-

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   
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based review of teacher CBAs 
and of student work samples 
generated in response to those 
CBAs.  

 

4.b. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers demonstrate 
increased ability to assess and 
chart student progress in 
learning Constitutional 
American history during site 
interviews and through 
analysis of recordkeeping and 
reporting systems. 

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   

 

4.c. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers report and 
demonstrate increased access 
to and use of assessment 
support materials provided by 
Washington OSPI and the 
project coordinator.

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   

 

 

Explanation of Progress (Include Qualitative Data and Data Collection Information)  
1. Data Collection and Analysis: 
 
In the fourth (no cost extension) year of the Constitutional Connections Teaching American History Project, data about 
teachers' assessment of United States history were not collected. For the previous three years, however, data were collected 
in relation to a set of common measurement criteria that organize sections of the two measurement instruments used also for 
Objective 3, a Likert-scale participant survey/knowledge inventory and a rubric for evaluating teacher work samples. Taken 
together, these criterion-referenced measures provided data about teachers' classroom assessment practices, and how those 
practices changed as teachers participated in Project activities. Three-year trends in the data from annual teacher inventories 
and semi-annual works sample reviews are summarized in the Findings section that follows. 
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2. Findings: 
 
The Performance Measures for this Project Objective measured changes in teachers' perceived/observed abilities to: 4.a.1) 
submit increased numbers of CBA's; 4.a.2) develop and implement CBA's that meet state criteria; 4.a.3) demonstrate 
improved classroom assessment (through TWS reviews); 4.b) demonstrate increased ability to assess and chart progress; and 
4.c) report increased access to state assessment support materials. As indicators for these performance measures, 
longitudinal data from selected assessment criteria have been summarized for both the self-reported survey results and the 
observed demonstrations through TWS reviews. In addition, changes in mean opportunity levels observed by raters in fall 
2007 and spring 2008 have been summarized (where available) as further evidence of recent changes in teachers' assessment 
practices. Following the criterion-based data summaries are findings for each Performance Measure. 
 
Performance Measure 4.a.: Improved assessment of United States history. 
 
CBA Criterion 1: Tests, tasks, and assignments are designed to measure student learning and progress in United States 
History.  
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 60% 07: 86% 08: 88% 06-08 Difference: +28% 
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 77% 07: 79% 08: 86% 06-08 Difference: +9% 
 
07-08 Comparison (mean level of opportunity): 07 Pre: 2.4 08 Post: 3.7 Pre/post Difference: 1.3 (.01 significance level on a 
4-point scale) 
 
CBA Criterion 13: Tests, tasks, and assignments are modeled after, or use elements of, the WA Classroom Based 
Assessments (CBAs). 
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 28% 07: 68% 08: 80% 06-08 Difference: +62%  
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 51% 07: 70% 08: 96% 06-08 Difference: +45% 
 
CBA Criterion 7: Tests, tasks, and assignments are designed to ensure that students use critical thinking skills and engage in 
their own individual analysis of a particular context or topic.  
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 57% 07: 78% 08: 90% 06-08 Difference: +33% 
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 79% 07: 88% 08: 90% 06-08 Difference: +11% 
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07-08 Comparison (mean level of opportunity): 07 Pre: 2.7 08 Post: 3.4 Pre/post Difference: 0.7 (.01 significance level on a 
4-point scale) 
 
CBA Criterion 4: Tests, tasks, and assignments involve complex, multi-step tasks or projects.  
 
Knowledge Inventory (% reporting high status): 06: 58% 07: 81% 08: 88% 06-08 Difference: +30% 
 
Teacher Work Samples (% showing evidence): 06: 62% 07: 76% 08: 84% 06-08 Difference: +22% 
 
Findings: Washington has expected teachers to be doing high-quality classroom based assessment of history by 2009, either 
using state-developed model CBA's directly or modeling their own assessments after CBA criteria. Accordingly, to increase 
teachers' understanding and use of CBA's has been a primary focus of history professional learning team (HPLT, see 
Objective 5) activities over the three years of the Project. Both survey and TWS Review data related to classroom 
assessment suggest that the Constitutional Connections Project made significant progress in meeting Object 4 (and in 
helping teachers meet Washington's assessment expectations). Data from both measurement sources suggest major 
improvement from 2006 baselines to 2008 performance in all four criterion areas summarized above.  
 
For the 2007-08 year, each participating teacher's goal was to implement a complete CBA by the end of the year. Not 
surprisingly, then, essentially all teachers were able to identify a CBA they had aligned their assessments to, and raters 
agreed, identifying the vast majority of teacher tasks (96%) as being directly aligned with a Washington history CBA. This 
percentage was the inverse of the pattern noted in the first year of the Project, when less than 1 in 5 teacher tasks was judged 
to be aligned with a CBA. Teachers' inventory responses for Criterion 13 also indicated a dramatic change in their tendency 
to align instruction with Washington's assessment expectations: in 2006, only 28% reported that they did so, while in 2008 
the number had risen to 80%.  
 
The patterns in the data related to Objective 4 thus seem noteworthy in several ways. First, it appears that teachers' 
understanding of what Washington expects in classroom assessment improved significantly through Project activities, as 
evidenced by the increasingly close correspondence between what teachers report and what their work samples demonstrate. 
Second, as this understanding increased, it appears that Constitutional Connections teachers' history assessment practices 
also improved, and that they made progress towards meeting state expectations for both themselves and their students. 
 
In the spring of 2009, the Evaluators conducted follow-up interviews with nine "informants" selected from among the 133 
participants in the first three years of the Project. The intent of these interviews was to determine the lasting impact of the 
Project on participants' practices, and to probe trends in the previous years' survey data. All interviewees believed that their 
ability to utilize the Washington CBA's effectively was the most valuable new learning they had as a result of the project. 
The persistent comment was that learning how to scaffold instruction for their students using the expectations of the CBA's 
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made them better history teachers and helped their students become better students. Several of the participants indicated that 
they had become experts in their home schools in the use of CBA's to assess students' historical learning. 
 
During the 2008-09 no cost extension year, teachers continued to have grant-funded opportunities to meet their students' 
history instruction needs and to support their implementation of CBA's. Those opportunities included the seven Academy 
presentations, which indirectly addressed instruction and assessment within the context of their historical topics. For each 
Academy, teachers were asked on an exit interview to rate the impact of the presentation on their "ability to meet the 
instructional needs of my students" and their "ability to implement CBA's", using a 6-point Likert scale (where 6=high 
impact). Mean ratings from exit surveys are summarized below: 
 
2008-09 Follow-up Programs 
 
Date; Speaker - Topic: Meet My Students' Needs; Implement CBA's 
 
9/25/08; Paul Finkelman - The Bank of the United States and the US Constitution: 5.5; 5.0 
 
10/9-11/08; Will Harris - Connecting the 2008 Election to the Constitution: 5.7; 5.7 
 
11/7/08; Woody Holton - Unruly Americans and the Origins of the US Constitution: 5.5; 5.4 
 
1/22/09; Mary Dudziak - Brown v. Board, the Cold War, and Thurgood Marshall: 4.7; 4.4 
 
2/4/09; David Gray Adler - Restoring the Constitutional Presidency: 5.8; 5.3 
 
3/5/09; Tim Garrison - The Legal Ideology of Indian Removal: 5.4; 5.4 
 
5/19/09 The DBQ Project: 6.0; 5.9 
 
Exit survey ratings and teacher comments indicate that the year four no cost extension activities funded by the grant have 
helped teachers continue to meet their students' needs and implement meaningful classroom based assessments. Further 
information and resource links for all grant-funded Academies held in 2008-09 can be found at 
http://www.esd112.org/history.  
 
Performance Measure 4.b: Increased ability to assess and chart student progress in learning Constitutional history 
 
Teachers have reported (through HPLT conversations, individual interviews, and focus group responses) that their 
participation in the Constitutional Connections Project caused substantial changes in both what and how they assess. 
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Teachers reported that students were being challenged to do more sophisticated work, and had improved retention and 
deeper understanding of history concepts as a result of their work with CBA's. Focus group participants all suggested that, 
"the focus on CBA's and the importance of quality, sophisticated assignments was the most valuable addition to their 
classroom instruction. [They] all felt they had grown in their ability to scaffold learning to assist students in reaching... 
expectations." The final year Rating Team survey strongly reinforced the perception that teacher assessment of history had 
improved; all respondents strongly agreed that, "I have observed improvement in teacher tasks and the student opportunities 
they provide over the two years of work sample reviews;" ten of eleven Rating Team members agreed that "Constitutional 
Connections has helped participating teachers improve their evaluation of student learning of US History through Classroom 
Based Assessment." 
 
Performance Measure 4.c: Increased access to and use of assessment support materials provided by Washington OSPI and 
the project coordinator 
 
Over the three years of the Project, the Coordinator developed and expanded a sophisticated and utilitarian web site that 
provided, among many other resources, links to Washington OSPI resource materials. That site can be accessed at: 
http://www.esd112.org/history.  
 
3. Explanation of Revisions to Evaluation Plan: 
 
There was no formal evaluation of this objective during the fourth (no cost extension) year of the Project. 
 
4. Use of Data to Monitor Progress: 
 
Assessment practice data from the surveys and work sample reviews has been reported to the Advisory Board on multiple 
occasions. Project leaders and HPLT lead teachers used the data to inform plans for year four no cost extension activities. At 
the Summer 08 Institute, the HPLT's used observations about assessment data to inform planning for their professional 
learning and assessment activities during the 2008-09 school year, which were supported by grant extension activities. 
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SECTION A - Project Objectives Information and Related Performance Measures Data     (See Instructions. Use as 
many pages as necessary.)
 

5 . Project Objective      Check if this is a status update for the previous budget period.  
Teacher engagement in History Professional Learning Teams (HPLTs): To build capacity in schools and districts for 
continued professional development and classroom emphasis on traditional American history. 
 

5.a. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers attend regularly and 
participate actively at monthly 
HPLT sessions.

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   

 

5.b. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers report positive 
experiences in HPLT activities 
and increased commitment to 
lesson study, collegial learning 
and reviews, and other HPLT 
core activities.  
 
NOTE: Data for this 
performance measure come 
from multiple sources and 
involve multiple criteria. 
Baselines, targets, and actual 

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   
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performance data have 
accordingly been summarized 
within the Explanation of 
Progress narrative rather than 
in this data table.

 

5.c. Performance Measure Measure 
Type

Quantitative Data

Teachers demonstrate regular 
communication with HPLT 
members through email 
records, artifacts, etc. 
 
NOTE: Data for this 
performance measure come 
from multiple sources and 
involve multiple criteria. 
Baselines, targets, and actual 
performance data have 
accordingly been summarized 
within the Explanation of 
Progress narrative rather than 
in this data table. 

PROJ Target Actual Performance Data

Raw 
Number

Ratio %
Raw 

Number
Ratio %

   /      /   

 

 

Explanation of Progress (Include Qualitative Data and Data Collection Information)  
1. Data Collection and Analysis: 
 
In the fourth (no cost extension) year of the Constitutional Connections Teaching American History Project, all teachers did 
not continue to participate in required monthly History Professional Learning Teams (HPLT) activities. However, some 
teachers voluntarily engaged in Lesson Study cycles that extended their HPLT activities from the previous three years and 
were funded by the grant; their perceptions of the Lesson Study experience have been collected and are summarized in the 
Findings section. Three-year trends in data related to HPLT's are also summarized. During the August 2006 Summer 
Institute, all teachers were organized into one of 13 History Professional Learning Teams, which continued to meet on a 
monthly basis throughout the 2006-07 and 2007-08 school years. Over the three years of formal Project evaluation of HPLT 
activities, data about teachers' engagement in History Professional Learning Teams (HPLT's) was tracked through their 
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responses on a criterion-based measurement instrument, a Likert-scale participant survey/knowledge inventory. Combined 
with records from HPLT meetings and focus group interviews, survey data provided a measure of teachers' perceptions of 
their HPLT experiences and their professional development priorities, and how those perceptions and priorities changed as 
teachers participated in Project activities. On each of the annual surveys, teachers were asked to rate the level of importance 
to them and the level of current status in their professional lives of various collegial professional development opportunities, 
using a 6-point Likert scale. As for all Project measures, data from the three annual survey administrations were entered into 
the computer-based SPSS analysis program, and compared to gauge the impact of participation in Constitutional 
Connections professional development activities. 
 
2. Findings: 
 
The Performance Measures for this objective address both teachers' behavior in committing to participate in HPLT activities 
and their reported attitudes about professional learning teams, lesson study, collegial review, and other related professional 
development opportunities. Engaging teachers in professional learning teams was both a Project objective and a strategy for 
accomplishing the other objectives related to teacher knowledge, classroom assessment practices, and student achievement. 
Though difficult to accomplish within a project with the geographic diversity of Constitutional Connections, the 
establishment of collegial learning teams was therefore a primary area of focus for the Project. 
 
Analysis of data drawn from the professional development survey and HPLT meeting records suggests that a core of 
teachers made the commitment to participating in HPLT activities, but that many factors complicated the participation of all 
teachers in regular HPLT meetings, as desired by the Project leaders.  
 
Performance Measure 5.a.: Attendance and participation at monthly HPLT sessions 
 
HPLT Attendance Data: For this measure, the Project evaluation plan adopted the federal definition of "membership" as a 
criterion for measuring active participation. Thus, if grant participants attended 50% or more of HPLT sessions available to 
them, they were considered to be active members of their HPLT. In 2006-07, using this definition 83% of grant participants 
were considered to be active HPLT members and regular attendees. For 2007-08, of the Project participants who were able 
to participate in HPLT activities, a remarkable 96% attended 50% or more of team sessions, easily surpassing the Project's 
target.  
 
Findings: Though regular attendance in after-school meetings (often held at great distance from a teacher's school) was 
problematic, it appears that teachers' opportunities to participate in professional learning teams dramatically increased 
through their participation in the Project.  
 
Performance Measure 5.b.: Increased commitment to lesson study, collegial learning and reviews, and other HPLT activities 
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PD Survey Item 4: Opportunities to meet regularly in learning teams to develop/review history lessons and assessments  
% reporting high status: 06: 28% 07: 82% 08: 88%  
06-08 Difference: +60% 
 
Findings: Comparative analysis of survey data from 2006 (baseline) to 2008 (final) suggests that the percentage of teachers 
reporting a high level of "opportunities to meet regularly in learning teams" increased from a mere 28% to 88% as a result of 
participation in the Project - implying both that they perceived opportunity within the Project and that they otherwise have 
had limited opportunities to do so. Moreover, in their reflective final survey responses, all but one of the Rating Team 
members agreed that "Teachers in my HPLT have been willing to participate in the work sample review process," a key to 
improving professional collegiality as well as student achievement. 
 
In related professional development survey items, teachers reporting a high level of opportunity to meet with history 
teachers from their instructional level increased between 2006 and 2008 from 39% to 92%; with teachers from other 
instructional levels from 18% to 63%; with teachers from their own district from 21% to 71%; with teachers from other 
districts from 21% to 72%. The data suggest that Constitutional Connections significantly increased opportunities for varied 
types of collaboration among participating history teachers. 
 
In the spring of 2009, the Evaluators conducted follow-up interviews with nine "informants" selected from among the 133 
participants in the first three years of the Project. The intent of these interviews was to determine the lasting impact of the 
Project on participants' practices, and to probe trends in the previous years' survey data. When asked about their experiences 
with HPLT's, the informants presented mixed observations. Participants did appreciate the opportunity to learn collegially, 
even though they did not feel that they were able to get maximum benefit from that learning because of logistical 
difficulties. They also indicated that the teams had become more effective once they developed internal leadership (they 
were initially facilitated by researchers from Portland State University), but that the most difficult challenges for those 
groups that failed to jell were the lack of a homogeneous group and the logistics of trying to meet after school. 
 
The fourth (no cost extension) year of the Constitutional Connections Project supported voluntary participation in Lesson 
Study cycles for HPLT's that desired to continue their work from the first three years of the Project. While many teachers 
initially expressed interest in doing so, three teams eventually followed through with full Lesson Study cycles, focusing on 
sophisticated historical topics as they worked collaboratively to improve their lessons and their students' learning. The 
general details of their Lesson Study cycles are summarized below: 
 
Topic - HPLT Participants - Meetings - Demonstration Lesson 
 
Continuity Over Time: Plessy & Brown - 4 teachers from Kelso, Longview, and Winlock School Districts - Oct 08 & April 
09 - 4/20/09 
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Presidential Powers in a Time of Crisis - 3 teachers from Vancouver Public Schools - April/May 2009 - 5/14/09 
 
Presidential Powers in a Time of Crisis - 2 teachers from La Center School District - April/May 2009 - 5/29/09 
 
The two teams that focused on Presidential Powers also participated in a follow-up meeting to compare notes and develop 
further lessons. 
 
Qualitative data to evaluate these Lesson Study experiences was collected through observations of the Project Director and 
Evaluator, comments from district administrators who attended the demonstration lessons, and the comments of participants, 
who debriefed each lesson collaboratively.  
 
Outside observers' comments about the Lesson Study process and demonstration lessons included the following thoughts:  
 
Plessy & Brown: "Without the time the group put into this lesson - and the sense of shared responsibility built over time - 
the lesson clearly would not have been as strong. More importantly, the time spent debriefing took a lesson that was 
unsatisfying in the fall to a much more satisfying spot in the spring. Most importantly, the collegiality and conversation 
encouraged teachers to test and consider results from new approaches. While the end product, the lesson plans, remains to be 
tested and tweaked in other classrooms, the conversations engendered will find life throughout these teachers' professional 
lives."  
 
Presidential Powers: "I had the good fortune to work with teacher groups at Columbia River High School and La Center 
High School on related lesson studies this month. Both groups were inspired to address the topic after attending our 
Constitutional Connections produced program with David Adler, Restoring the Constitutional Presidency (and influenced by 
several sessions with Will Harris of the Center for the Constitution, both at Montpelier and in Vancouver.) Both groups used 
a similar set of documents, culled from two hundred years of US history, and implemented some similar teaching strategies, 
but applied them to different contexts... Considerable time went into the development of the lessons and debriefing 
thereafter. The groups met independently to plan the lessons, then spent the day of the demonstration lessons observing and 
discussing the results. After the last day of the school year, representatives of both groups discussed their experiences to 
synthesize the lessons. These teachers intend to continue to build this unit and the inherent strategies into their curriculum. 
They hope to hear from other teachers about their experiences playing with these ideas in their classrooms." 
 
Participating teachers contributed the following reflective observations: 
 
Teacher A: "Collaboration with peers is important for teachers to share best practices and be a sounding board for each 
other. To work with two or three other people on a common goal is very powerful. The connections I've made with content, 
especially Constitutionalism, are invaluable. To weave the thread of the founding documents in all areas of study not only 
increases historical understanding but [also understanding of] current American issues as well. The use of historical 
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documents in all units of study also helps teach higher-level thinking and historical skills. A document can teach point of 
view better than a textbook ever could." 
 
Teacher B: "I had never done a lesson study before. I was always doing "my own" development of lessons utilizing the 
materials at hand. I wondered what my colleagues were doing and could ask during breaks or lunch, but there was never a 
time where I was focused on my own learning. This lesson study allowed me to listen [to] what other professionals were 
doing in the classroom. Just having the time to reflect on what my current practices were, and what could be, was immensely 
valuable. I have found resources that have helped me refocus how I taught and what I taught... The best part of participating 
in a lesson study was the feedback and stimulation of other history and civic professionals. I also was exposed to a variety of 
websites and reference materials throughout the study. A surprise for me was how historical documents can move students. 
[Previously,] I generally used them for reference but rarely used them directly in a lesson." 
 
Teacher C: "I appreciate the time allowed to do lesson studies with other teachers. The field of education has been for most 
of my experience one of isolation behind my classroom door. Having the time to collaborate with fellow educators has truly 
broadened by strengths as a teacher. It introduced me to tools I could never have dreamed of on my own. In addition, 
beyond being able to take extensive time in planning, the time with others observing in the classroom as the lesson was 
being taught and also assessing student work was invaluable. I have never had so many minds with so much time working 
so hard on such a high cognitive level lesson. As a result, the fruit of our labor produced some awesome learning! I will 
definitely use this lesson again. Secondly, I have always been hesitant to use documents in the classroom because I believed 
that many texts, especially the older ones, would be over students' heads. I found out that this was not the case. For example, 
in one lesson study one of the documents was Washington's Farewell Address. This was a document that my colleague and I 
spent a couple hours ourselves to digest. I was leery of handing it out to high school students insofar as their being able to 
comprehend such a difficult document. As it turned out, the students who analyzed this document did better than some of 
the more contemporary authors that other students were assigned... Thank you Matt, and thank the Feds for the grants!" 
 
Performance Measure 5.c.: Regular communication among HPLT colleagues 
 
Teachers have reported that they developed relationships with colleagues that extended beyond the monthly HPLT meetings 
and the three years of the grant. In response to a series of questions about the success of the grant-sponsored History 
Professional Learning Teams, the general consensus of the October 08 focus group was that after a mostly rocky start, 
virtually all the teams became effective professional learning teams. Some people dropped from the project and the HPLT's, 
others joined, but the team leaders generally agreed that the HPLT experience was "positive." Survey responses from 
participants underscore this impression, with many expressing positive summary comments such as the following from a 
middle school teacher: a??Ia??ve enjoyed the academies and historians, using their ideas and materials to breathe new life 
into my classroom lessons. The HPLT has also served as a way of sharpening classroom practices and curriculum 
development. Reviewing student work has helped me identify areas for refinement and a way of celebrating student 
victories... This grant has dramatically improved my teaching of US History! Thank you for the thought provoking and 
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engaging work opportunities to gain and share ideas." Other teachers voiced their intent to continue the commitment to 
collegiality fostered by the HPLT experience, as noted in these comments from an elementary teacher: "Constitutional 
Connections provided a flood gate of background knowledge and helped foster professional networking that is enduring. We 
have plans to continue meeting to support each other as we align our classroom to the "new" standards." 
 
The fourth year Lesson Study experiences summarized above (Measure 5.b) exemplify how the HPLT model has endured 
and evolved in many teachers' professional lives. 
 
 
3. Explanation of Revisions to Evaluation Plan: 
 
The Evaluation Plan for Objective 5 remained largely unchanged throughout the three years of the grant, and was enhanced 
through the collection of qualitative data from the HPLT groups that continued their collaborative work through Lesson 
Study in the fourth year. Teachers were organized into HPLT's, records were kept of their eight yearly meetings, and 
teachers completed the annual professional development survey.  
 
4. Use of Data to Monitor Progress: 
 
As with data from Objectives 3 and 4, data regarding teachers' professional development preferences and experiences was 
analyzed and used by Project leaders to inform decisions; summaries were presented to the Advisory Board on multiple 
occasions. The interest in continuing HPLT collaboration through Lesson Study caused the Director to support the ongoing 
work of three teams during the fourth year of grant funding. 
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SECTION B - Budget Information   (See Instructions. Use as many pages as necessary.) 

 
The total project expenditures is $994,986 of the total allocation of $999,686.  
 
 

Category 

 Budgeted 

(Original)   

 Year 1-3 

Expenditures  

 Year 4 (NCE)  

Budget  

 Year 4 (NCE) 

Expenditures  

 Total 

Expenditures  

Personnel 306,081 240,074 35,323 38,909 278,982 

Benefits 94,885 73,177 11,308 13,476 86,652 

Travel 81,183 65,359 8,652 1,610 66,969 

Supplies 36,000 17,689 10,550 13,528 31,216 

Contractual 279,728 312,384 70,572 74,005 386,390 

Stipends 130,000 74,675 - - 74,675 

Direct Expenditures 927,877 783,357 136,405 141,527 924,884 

Indirects 71,809 61,802 12,276 8,300 70,102 

Total Expenditures 999,686 845,159 148,681 149,827 994,986 
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SECTION C - Additional Information  (See Instructions. Use as many pages as 
necessary.) 
 
 
Final Evaluation Question #1: Utilizing your evaluation results, draw conclusions 
about the success of the project and its impact.  Describe any unanticipated 
outcomes or benefits from your project and any barriers that you may have 
encountered. 
 
Three-year trends in the evaluation data for the Constitutional Connections TAH 
Project indicate that participating teachers have reported significant changes in 
their historical knowledge, classroom practices, and students’ learning; 
moreover, trained raters have observed related improvements when evaluating 
teacher and student work samples. These positive trends are most notable in 
areas receiving the greatest focus within the Project’s professional development 
activities: 1) the understanding of Constitutional history; 2) the reading and 
instructional use of primary source documents; and, 3) the development of 
historical thinking skills required by Washington’s Classroom Based 
Assessments (CBA’s), the state’s method for evaluating achievement in history. 
 
From 2006 to 2008, the percentage of elementary, middle, and high school 
teachers reporting a high level of instructional emphasis on the Constitution 
increased from 18% to 74% (a difference of 56%); the percentage reporting a 
high level of student learning in this area increased from 16% to 78% (a 
difference of 62%). Raters similarly noted that the percentage of teacher work 
samples showing evidence of emphasis on the Constitution increased from 39% 
to 78% (a difference of 39%). When raters evaluated student achievement in 
Year 3 of the Project, the mean rating for “understanding key ideals and 
principles… in the US Constitution” was at grade level or better for all three 
instructional levels. Teacher comments and testimonials, from surveys, 
interviews, and focus groups, underscore this data-based conclusion: a major 
success of the Project has been to help teachers and students make 
“constitutional connections,” to infuse the Constitution into US History instruction 
and to help teachers and students develop an active understanding of  
Constitutional principles and issues.  
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To what might this success and instructional impact be attributed? First, the 
Project focused narrowly on one arena of US history (the Constitution) - albeit a 
theme that is woven throughout the history of the nation - and sustained that 
focus over four years of engaging, high-quality professional development. The 
Academies, through which teachers gained most of their content knowledge, not 
only sustained a multi-year focus on the Constitution, but brought both a range of 
top historians (provided by the Organization of American Historians’ 
Distinguished Lectureship Program) as well as repeated exposure to a few 
selected historians. The area of Academy focus also mattered to participating 
teachers; their initial survey responses indicated that they believed teaching the 
Constitution was very important, but were not confident that they knew enough to 
do so, and therefore had not sufficiently emphasized it within their history 
instruction. The four years of grant-funded Academies and Institutes seem to 
have closed the gap between teachers’ values and their practices, empowering 
them to successfully implement Constitutional history within their classrooms. 
 
The patterns in the data related to the instructional use of primary source 
documents are similar, as are the explanations for Project success. From 2006 to 
2008, the percentage of teachers reporting a high level of instructional emphasis 
on the reading and interpretation of primary source documents increased from 
39% to 70% (a difference of 31%); the percentage reporting a high level of 
student learning in this area increased from 43% to 74% (again a difference of 
31%). Raters similarly noted that the percentage of teacher work samples 
showing evidence of emphasis on primary sources increased by 25%, to 88% in 
2008. When raters evaluated student achievement in Year 3 of the Project, the 
mean rating for “interprets primary sources or case studies” was at grade level or 
better for all high school students. These successes in changing teacher 
practices, and apparent impact on student learning, can again be attributed to a 
consistent, focused  emphasis on using primary sources, as modeled by the 
historians in Academy presentations and as discussed regularly in history 
professional learning team (HPLT) meetings. As with the related content 
emphasis on the Constitution, teachers believed that using primary sources with 
students was important, but had previously not been fully confident in doing so. 
Through Project activities, they developed their own skills for reading and 
interpreting documents, leaned how to teach those skills to students, and 
discovered that students were surprisingly capable of reading documents as 
historians do, given appropriate instructional scaffolding. 
 
Teachers were additionally motivated to address the use of primary sources by 
the expectation in most Washington Classroom Based Assessments (CBA’s) that 
students interpret primary documents in completing a complex CBA task. Not 
surprisingly then, the data related to the implementation of CBA assessments 
(Project Objective 4), and the initial successes in this area, parallel the patterns 
noted in the two previous areas of significant Project impact. Though Washington 
has expected CBA’s to be fully implemented by 2009, most teachers who 
entered the Constitutional Connections Project in 2006 had minimal familiarity 
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with what CBA’s required and had done little work to implement them in their 
classrooms. From 2006 to 2008, however, the percentage of teachers reporting a 
high level of alignment with CBA expectations increased from 28% to 80% (a 
difference of 62%). Over that same period, work sample reviewers noted an 
increase of 45% (from 51% to 96%) in the number of teacher assessment tasks 
that showed alignment with CBA expectations. That the Project supported 
teachers in understanding and responding to the challenging demands of 
Washington’s classroom based assessment system, bringing essentially all 
teachers to a point where they could meet those demands, is a significant Project 
success. That it did so while still emphasizing the content of “traditional American 
history” and connecting teachers’ CBA work to the Constitution is an even 
greater success. Finally, that teachers came to see CBA’s as “authentic 
intellectual work” closely related to the real work of historians (rather than as just 
a state requirement to be complied with) is especially important. 
 
As the preliminary nature of the Year 3 student achievement data attests, it is still 
too soon to conclude that the Project directly affected student achievement 
during its three years. Students did show significant growth in many historical 
knowledge and skill areas from pre- to post-assessment, and almost two-thirds 
were judged to meet grade level expectations by the end of the year (when only 
a sixth had demonstrated grade-level skills at the start of the year). These data 
suggest a possible correlation between increased student learning and the 
changes noted above in teachers’ practices and perceptions of student 
achievement, but do not offer empirical proof of effect. This dilemma is one that 
has posed a challenge (and in some cases a barrier) to achieving the Project’s 
goals and carrying out an empirically-based evaluation. Unlike many states, 
Washington does not administer a multiple-choice test to measure students’ 
achievement in history. Instead, the state has initiated a system based on 
classroom based assessments and teacher judgment. This system was still 
being designed during the period of this grant, and in fact the Constitutional 
Connections teachers were at the vanguard of implementation efforts in the 
state. There have been no reference points to which student achievement on 
CBA’s can be compared, no state-level data to show how successful other 
Washington teachers and students have been in meeting the sophisticated 
expectations of the CBA tasks. Evaluators, Project leaders, and teachers have 
been forced to develop their own methods for measuring student achievement 
within this context. 
 
Having had to do so has also brought some unanticipated outcomes and 
benefits. First, the Project was able to identify a set of knowledge- and skill-
based criteria through which student learning and achievement could be viewed. 
Using these criteria, the Project developed criterion-referenced tools for 
reviewing and evaluating student opportunity and performance, which teachers 
have endorsed as very valuable in the classroom as well. Because measurement 
of student achievement had to occur through examining work samples, teachers 
gained tremendously through the experience of both assembling and reviewing 
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collegially (in their HPLT’s) examples of their students’ work. This effect was 
particularly strong for lead teachers in the Project, who not only facilitated work 
sample reviews in their HPLT’s but also participated as raters in the semi-annual 
work sample reviews organized by the Project Evaluator. These teachers in 
particular were able to sharpen their understanding of what CBA’s expected and 
what successful student performance looked like, an unexpected benefit to them 
as lead teachers and a very positive aspect of the Project’s success. 
 
Finally, the Project’s successes (as well as barriers to its success) should be 
discussed in relation to how it accomplished its goals as well as to what it 
accomplished in changing teachers’ practices and affecting student learning. 
While the Academies provided the primary vehicle for delivering content to 
teachers, the History Professional Learning Teams (HPLT’s), which met eight 
times each year, formed the Project’s backbone. It was through team discussions 
that teachers processed and implemented what they were learning about the 
Constitution, and that they came to understand what their students would need to 
do to meet CBA expectations. From the start, these teams were both powerful 
and problematic. While they potentially provided professional networking that had 
been missing from many teachers’ practices, they also required teachers to 
participate in professional development outside the school day, on top of work 
place demands, and, in many cases, at a great distance from their schools (some 
teams involved teachers from large geographic areas). Because there were so 
many teachers, from so many different districts, geographic areas, grade levels, 
and backgrounds, it was not easy to direct or coordinate common professional 
development experiences. Once teams were turned over to lead teachers 
selected from their midst, they necessarily developed their own areas of focus, 
norms, and processes, making quantifying, capturing, and reporting the results of 
their collegial work challenging. And as a result, the Project had to “measure” 
student achievement in a diverse range of student outcome areas (drawn from 
the Washington Grade Level Expectations that teachers elected to target) rather 
than a single, more focused arena. Nevertheless, survey data and teacher 
testimonials suggest that the impact of three-year involvement with HPLT’s was 
in many cases profound. And, as with the content focus on the Constitution, 
primary source documents, and classroom based assessment, Project leaders 
learned some valuable lessons that will hopefully translate to other contexts, 
among them: 
 
� Participating in collegial teams refreshes and rejuvenates teachers; sustained 

collegial learning professionalizes their development in a meaningful and 
powerful way.   

� Teams can be effective across grade levels and teaching assignments, but 
are strengthened by having similar assignments and/or instructional 
emphases. 

� Teams can be effective across districts, but geographical distance is 
challenging. 
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� Teams can (and should) be encouraged to find their own paths and focus on 
what matters most to themselves and their students, but allowing them to do 
so makes evaluation problematic. 

� Teachers’ practices are significantly affected by engaging in collegial, 
criterion-based review of student work. 

� Given sustained collegial support, teachers at all levels (as well as their 
students) are very capable of understanding sophisticated historical content 
such as Constitutional history and its interpretation through case studies and 
primary document review. 

 
Overall, the Evaluators conclude that Constitutional Connections was an 
unusually powerful and effective professional development effort. While it is not 
possible to assert that student achievement was conclusively improved within its 
three-year span, there is every indication that the Project will have a positive 
long-term impact on students’ learning of American History. Clearly, teachers, 
their knowledge of history, and their instructional practices were changed in 
lasting ways. Year 4 informants, in the follow-up interviews conducted by the 
Evaluators, universally indicated that Constitutional Connections was the 
strongest professional development opportunity in which they have participated 
during their careers. They also said that the 2008-10 ESD 112  TAH grant, 
Causes of Conflict, promises to be even better. In one case, a teacher new to the 
profession said that she had been involved in the Constitutional Connections 
Project and now Causes of Conflict, and that she had just assumed all teachers 
were having high quality professional development opportunities like she was. 
Unfortunately, she found that she was the rare beginning teacher who was truly 
being inducted into the history teaching profession with very sophisticated 
support. Her comment was that the Project’s combination of sophisticated 
historical content and the instructional improvement teachers gained from the 
focus on classroom based assessment and Lesson Study is very unique in 
professional development for educators. She said, “How do we promote more of 
this kind of professional development for all educators instead of the often more 
trivial stuff we are exposed to?” She and others in the respondent group are 
concerned that they may never have such a rich opportunity again.  
 
Finally, all respondents indicated, often without being asked, that project director 
Matt Karlsen’s leadership and experience in managing these projects was 
outstanding. His direction and ability to attract high quality speakers was cited 
several times by the grant participants. Virtually all the focus group participants 
indicated that Matt was always available to respond to their questions and that he 
utilized group comments to better respond to participant needs. A couple of 
participants indicated that ESD 112’s experience in facilitating three Teaching 
American History grants has made them experts in the process and should be 
acknowledged. The Evaluators would like to echo this acknowledgement of 
excellence in professional leadership, and commend the Constitutional 
Connections Project for its lasting impact on teachers, students, and history 
education in Southwest Washington. 
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What follows are two tools developed by the project evaluator, The Center for 
Student Success, which aided the project.  They are included here in the hopes 
that these exemplary tools may prove useful to the program.  They are: 

1. Student Work Sample Review Form; and 
2. Teacher Survey 
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Constitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional Connections – ESD 112 American History Grant 

Middle/High School Student Work Sample (SWS) Review Sheet  

Rater Code:  Work Sample Code: 

Grade: ______ Class/Content Area: ____________________ Work Sample Title: ______________________________ 

For each criterion, determine the level of Opportunity the student has been provided by the task, and if there exists Evidence within the SWS. If evidence is found, rate the level of 

performance demonstrated by the student, on a scale from 1 to 4, where a score of 3 indicates that the student has demonstrated grade level proficiency (as suggested by WA 

GLE’s) in the criterion area. 

 Opportunity in Task Student Performance  #1 Student Performance  #2  Student Performance  #3 

  

Work Sample Criteria NA 1 2 3 4 NE 1 2 3 4 NE 1 2 3 4 NE 1 2 3 4 

1. WA GLE’s targeted by  

the Teacher (see cover sheet) 
                    

GLE #  GLE Key Words                     

                     

                     

                     

                     

2. Skills and Content targeted by 

Constitutional Connections 
                    

a. Understands and applies 

knowledge of historical eras, 

events, ideas, individuals, or 

themes. 

                    

b. Explains historical chronology, 

change and/or continuity. 
                    

c. Interprets primary sources or 

case studies. 
                    

d. Understands the role and/or 

impact of the Constitution. 
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Constitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional Connections – ESD 112 American History Grant 

Middle/High School Student Work Sample (SWS) Review Sheet  

 

 Opportunity in Task Student Performance  #1 Student Performance  #2  Student Performance  #3 

Work Sample Criteria NA 1 2 3 4 NE 1 2 3 4 NE 1 2 3 4 NE 1 2 3 4 

3. Skills required by CBA’s                     

a. Focuses on a single question or 

thesis.  
                    

b. Uses critical thinking skills to 

develop his/her own individual 

analysis of the topic. 

                    

c. Applies his/her understanding of 

social studies content to a context 

that is relevant to his/her life. 

                    

d. Examines two or more different 

perspectives or points of view on 

the topic. 

                    

4. CBA Alignment?                     

Comments: If any of these SWS is a potential exemplar, list its number in the box:  

 

 

 

Criteria for Rating Opportunity within the Task: Criteria for Rating Student Performance: 

NA: The criterion is not applicable for this work sample. 

1 = Opportunity to demonstrate the criterion exists, but is limited 

2 = Opportunity to demonstrate the criterion is available, but not strongly supported 

3 = Opportunity to demonstrate the criterion is clearly present and supported 

4 = Opportunity to demonstrate the criterion is extensive and well supported 

NE:  No evidence is seen in the SWS of the specific understanding or skill.  

1 = Minimal: demonstrates an emerging or incomplete level of skill/understanding  

2 = Partial: is developing toward, but not yet meeting, grade-level expectations 

3 = Proficient: meets grade-level expectations, as defined by WA GLE’s and/or CBA 

criteria 

4 = Excellent: exceeds grade-level expectations; exemplary performance 

CBA Title: 
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Constitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional Connections – ESD 112 American History Grant 

Participant Survey - Summer 2008 

 

To Teachers Participating in the ESD 112 Teaching American History Grant: 

Thank you for participating in Constitutional Connections, ESD 112’s Teaching American 
History Grant Project. The grant’s funded activities are designed to help you enhance your teaching of 
United States history through a series of exciting professional development opportunities that will take 
place over three years. In order to ensure that the activities meet your needs and the needs or your 
students, as well as to evaluate the project, the grant coordinators will periodically ask you to 
complete short surveys and evaluations of professional development activities. 

This survey is organized by three Outcome areas that the grant is designed to support: 

• Teacher engagement in history professional learning teams. 

• Enhanced teacher capacity to teach United States history. 

• Improved student learning and assessment in United States history. 

In each of the three areas, you will find a series of statements related to the specific grant Outcome. 
Please take a moment to think about each statement and its relationship to your teaching and 
professional life. In each case, you will be asked to share your perceptions of:  1) the importance of 
the stated issue to you; and 2) the current status of the issue in your teaching life (including 
opportunities afforded by this project). By comparing these two perceptions, we can determine areas 
to focus on within the grant and track changes over time. 

In answering this and future surveys, your responses will be anonymous. You will never be 
individually identified. Data from the surveys will be combined to study patterns among all teachers 
and subgroups within the overall participant group, rather than to evaluate any one teacher’s status. 
Please try to be as honest and frank as you can in responding to the statements and offering 
additional comments at the end of each survey section. 

The demographic items below are intended to allow for general characterization of teachers in the 
project, and to allow for comparing perceptions among subgroups. If you have any questions about 
any of these items or about the survey and its purposes, please contact Matt Karlsen, the American 
History Grant Coordinator. 

Thank you for taking the time to respond to this survey honestly. 

Instructional Level:  �  Elementary �  Middle �  High 

Teaching Assignment [specific grade or subject(s)]: ________________________________ 

Experience as a Teacher: �  1-3 years �  4-10 years �  11-20 years �  20+ years 

Previous Curriculum or Staff Development Experiences (PRIOR to participating in this grant): 

 Related to Teaching American History: � None � Very Little � Some � Lots 

 Related to Classroom Based Assessments (CBAs):  � None � Very Little � Some � Lots 

 Related to Professional Learning Teams:  � None � Very Little � Some � Lots 

Participation in Grant-funded Activities (check all that apply): 

� Montpelier Seminar (’06 or ’08)  � 2006-07 Professional Learning Team (HPLT)   � 2007-08 HPLT 

     � Summer Institute 2006  � Summer Institute 2007   � 2006-07 Academies  � 2007-08 Academies 
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Constitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional Connections – ESD 112 American History Grant 

Participant Survey - Summer 2008 

The survey statements below are organized in three Grant Outcome areas. For each statement, 
please indicate: 1) the importance of the statement to you as a teacher, and 2) the current status in 
your professional life. Use the six point scale to rate these two issues, with “1” indicating a very low 
level and “6” indicating a very high level of importance or current status. 
 

Outcome: Teacher engagement Importance? Current Status? 

in history professional learning teams. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 

My professional learning experiences related to 
history instruction to date have included… 

            

1. Opportunities to listen to and learn from historians 
on topics relevant to my classroom instruction. 

            

2. Opportunities to visit historical sites and learn from 
on-site experts. 

            

3. Opportunities to participate in summer institutes 
and learn with colleagues in a seminar format. 

            

4. Opportunities to meet regularly in learning teams to 
develop/review history lessons and assessments. 

            

5. Opportunities to meet and work with history 
teachers who teach a grade level/class similar to 
my own. 

            

6. Opportunities to meet and work with history 
teachers from other instructional levels. 

            

7. a. Opportunities to meet and work with history 
teachers from my own district. 

            

b. Opportunities to meet and work with history 
teachers from other districts in the ESD 112 area. 

            

8. Opportunities to review student work 
collaboratively. 

            

9. Opportunities to learn about state EALRs and 
Classroom Based Assessments (CBAs) for Social 
Studies. 

            

Reflection: How has Constitutional Connections served your History professional development needs? 
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Constitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional Connections – ESD 112 American History Grant 

Participant Survey - Summer 2008 
 

Outcome: Enhanced teacher capacity Importance? Current Status? 

to teach U.S. history. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 

My understanding of United States history…             

10. Allows me to interpret and teach the History 
EALRs/GLEs that teachers are responsible for at 
my grade/benchmark level. 

            

11. Allows me to identify and communicate core 
historical concepts and themes that can organize 
students’ learning of U.S. history. 

            

12. Allows me to provide adequate historical context 
that helps students make meaning of historical 
information. 

            

13. Allows me to teach history as a discipline and 
develop students’ historical thinking skills. 

            

14. Includes specific background in the history, 
principles, and interpretations of the U.S. 
Constitution. 

            

15. Allows me to teach the Constitution as a “living 
force” in American history and a lens for thematic 
instruction. 

            

16. Helps me teach responsible citizenship from a 
Historical Perspective, so students “use knowledge 
of the past to construct meaningful understanding 
of our history… to enrich and enlighten their lives.” 

            

Historical Knowledge Inventory: The items in the Inventory that follows are designed to help monitor the level 
of understanding and teaching application of more specific historical skills and concepts. For each of the items, 
please indicate with a check each of the columns that currently describes your knowledge and practice.  

[Note: In some cases, you may not check any boxes, while you may check multiple boxes for others.] 

Historical Skill - Concept - Content 
KNOW 
ABOUT 

HAVE 
STUDIED 

APPLY in 
Teaching  

ASSESS 
Students  

Students 
LEARN 

A. Examine historical context in United States history.      

B. Explain historical change and continuity over time.      

C. Critically analyze primary source documents.      

D. Consider culture and cultural perspective in examining 
history. 

     

E. View United States history within a global context.      

F. Understand the role and impact of the Constitution.      

G. Recognize and compare changing perspectives of 
democratic ideals. 

     

H. View the Constitution as a document whose 
interpretation changes. 

     

I. Use comparative approaches, case studies, and 
primary sources to learn about and teach the 
Constitution and United States history. 
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Constitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional ConnectionsConstitutional Connections – ESD 112 American History Grant 

Participant Survey - Summer 2008 
 

Outcome: Improved student learning  Importance? Current Status? 

and assessment in American history. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Tests, tasks, and assignments used to assess and 
evaluate history learning in my classroom… 

            

17. Are designed to measure student learning and 
progress in United States history. 

            

18. Involve complex, multi-step tasks or projects.             

19. Are aligned to specific state Social Studies EALRs 
and designed so students demonstrate that they 
have met the targeted standard(s). 

            

20. Target specific skills and knowledge necessary for 
engaged, informed citizenship. 

            

21. Ask students to apply their understanding of 
historical knowledge, concepts, and skills to a 
specific context that is relevant to their lives. 

            

22. Are designed to ensure that students use critical 
thinking skills to engage in their own individual 
analysis of a particular context or topic. 

            

23. Include a rubric or set of clear expectations that 
communicates how students meet standards. 

            

24. Include support materials that help students break 
down the task(s) and provide scaffolding to 
encourage their success. 

            

25. Are modeled after, or use elements of, Washington 
CBAs. 

            

26. Expect students to read and use primary source 
documents. 

            

27. Lead students to examine multiple perspectives on 
historical topics. 

            

28. Provide students with opportunities and 
expectations to make choices about topics, 
approaches, and/or content. 

            

Summary Comments: Please offer any further thoughts about the value to you of the ESD 112 
Constitutional Connections Teaching American History Grant Project. 
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This Final Performance Report details “Constitutional Connections in American 
History,” a TAH grant awarded in 2005 to Educational Service District 112 in 
Vancouver, Washington.  I am pleased to report that evaluation data for the 
project, detailed in the body of this report, indicate success in meeting project 
objectives.  Participating teachers have reported significant changes in their 
historical knowledge, classroom practices, and students’ learning; moreover, 
trained raters have observed related improvements when evaluating teacher and 
student work samples.  These positive trends are most notable in areas receiving 
the greatest focus within the Project’s professional development activities:  1) the 
understanding of Constitutional history; 2) the instructional use of primary source 
documents; and 3) the development of historical thinking skills required by 
Washington’s Classroom Based Assessments (CBAs), the state’s method for 
evaluating achievement in History. 
 
Over the course of the project’s four years, 133 teachers participated – 
exceeding the 100 described in the proposal.  In the fourth year, 89 teachers 
participated in at least one of the project’s programs.  Those teachers were 
drawn from a vast territory – in Year 4 of the project, they represented 18 districts 
(Battle Ground, Camas, Castle Rock, Evergreen, Federal Way, Glenwood, 
Hockinson, Kelso, Klickitat, La Center, Longview, Lyle, Stevenson-Carson, 
Vancouver, Washougal, White Salmon, Winlock, and Woodland), including 24 
high needs schools (as defined by the State of Washington’s Office of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction.)  That diversity was also found in the range 
of grade levels served:  Of those 89 Year Four teachers, 17 worked at the 
elementary level, 32 in middle schools, and 40 in high schools. 
 

Programming during the fourth year, a no cost extension of the program, 
included many elements consistent with the previous three.  There were six 
Constitutional Academies, bringing practicing teachers into dialog with historians 
around constitutional issues from NAEP periods 2-8 (Dr. Tim Garrison on The 
Legal Ideology of Indian Removal; Dr. David Gray Adler on Restoring the 
Constitutional Presidency; Dr. Mary Dudziak on Brown v. Board of Education, 
The Cold War, and Thurgood Marshall’s African Journeys; Dr. Woody Holton on 
Unruly Americans and the Origins of the US Constitution; Dr. Will Harris on  
Connecting the 2008 Election to the Constitution; and Dr. Paul Finkelman on The 
Bank of the United States and the US Constitution) and a program with The DBQ 
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Project focusing on classroom use of primary sources.  These Academies 
illustrated the power of using the US Constitution as a lens for history instruction; 
our data suggest that teachers were receptive to that approach.   

In the first three years, the project sent teachers on learning expeditions in 
Virginia; in Year Four, Project funds allowed one teacher to attend the History on 
Location trip to Birmingham, Alabama, presented by ESD112’s 2008 TAHG 
award, Causes of Conflict:  Digging Deep to Understand American History.   

In a major difference between the previous years and the no-cost extension year, 
History Professional Learning Teams were not maintained.  Two activities, 
though, capitalized on the previous years’ team work and move beyond them: 
several chose to organize Lesson Study groups, focusing the collaborative 
experience on a classroom performance; one participating district, La Center, 
chose to use project funds to develop their “Lab Classroom Project”, an 
opportunity for district teachers and other districts to use their schools as a model 
to explore best practices.  

Given the drop-in nature of Year Four, it’s not surprising that only 26 (29%) of 
participants completed more than 75% of the offered activities [compared to, for 
example, 49 (58%) in Year 3.]  As a result of this less intensive participation in 
Year 4, only 24 (18%) of the program’s 133 participants participated in more than 
75% of program activities offered over the four years.  Rather than dissatisfaction 
with the program, this figure should be read as a commentary on robust program 
offerings and overwhelming demands on teachers in today’s educational climate 
– demands which rarely recognize teachers’ needs and desires to increase their 
needs in history instruction. 
 
Another difference in the no-cost extension year was a markedly scaled down 
evaluation process.  During Years One through Three, evaluation efforts were 
dominated by rating of teacher and student products.  That evaluation system 
both evaluated and encouraged teachers’ adoption of the state’s new Classroom 
Based Assessments in history and provided deep instruction for the project’s 
lead teachers.  This evaluation system, responsible for the data demonstrating 
the program’s success in the following report, was considered a poor fit for the 
scaled down no cost extension year, where participation was on a “drop in” level.  
Evaluation data collected during Year 4 was exit surveys following programs.  
This data, while far more simplistic than the previous years’ triangulated 
approach, shows enthusiasm around the project objectives related to teacher 
knowledge and utilization of Classroom Based Assessments.   
 
Evaluation challenges – wrought both by the nature of the project as well as 
Washington State’s assessment system - brought some unanticipated outcomes 
and benefits. First, the Project was able to identify a set of knowledge- and skill-
based criteria through which student learning and achievement could be viewed. 
Using these criteria, the Project developed criterion-referenced tools for 
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reviewing and evaluating student opportunity and performance, which teachers 
have endorsed as very valuable in the classroom as well. Because measurement 
of student achievement had to occur through examining work samples, teachers 
gained tremendously through the experience of both assembling and reviewing 
collegially (in their HPLT’s) examples of their students’ work. This effect was 
particularly strong for lead teachers in the Project, who not only facilitated work 
sample reviews in their HPLT’s but also participated as raters in the semi-annual 
work sample reviews organized by the Project Evaluator. These teachers in 
particular were able to sharpen their understanding of what Washington State’s 
Classroom Based Asessments (CBA’s) expected and what successful student 
performance looked like, an unexpected benefit to them as lead teachers and a 
very positive aspect of the Project’s success. 
 
Overall, the Evaluators conclude that Constitutional Connections was an 
unusually powerful and effective professional development effort. While it is not 
possible to assert that student achievement was conclusively improved within its 
three-year span, there is every indication that the Project will have a positive 
long-term impact on students’ learning of American History. Clearly, teachers, 
their knowledge of history, and their instructional practices were changed in 
lasting ways.  In follow-up interviews conducted by the Evaluators, sampled 
participants universally indicated that Constitutional Connections was the 
strongest professional development opportunity in which they have participated 
during their careers. They also said that the 2008 ESD 112 TAH grant, Causes of 
Conflict:  Digging Deep to Understand American History, promises to be even 
better.  Lessons learned from Constitutional Connections which will impact ESD 
112’s continued work in American History professional development include the 
knowledge that: 
 
� Given sustained collegial support, teachers at all levels (as well as their 

students) are capable of understanding sophisticated historical content such 
as Constitutional history and its interpretation through case studies and 
primary document review. 

� Participating in collegial teams refreshes and rejuvenates teachers; sustained 
collegial learning professionalizes their development in a meaningful and 
powerful way.   

� Teachers’ practices are significantly affected by engaging in collegial, 
criterion-based review of student work. 

� Teams can be effective across grade levels and teaching assignments, but 
are strengthened by having similar assignments and/or instructional 
emphases. 

� Teams can (and should) be encouraged to find their own paths and focus on 
what matters most to themselves and their students, but allowing them to do 
so makes evaluation problematic. 
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